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'.ABSTR4.CT

The paper Drosents a method for a nore accurate calculation of
air çxcirairge in the nechanical ventilation of Índustrial ha1ls
r,rith unif oimly dístributed heat 1oad. The nethod has been devç-
loped on the basis of finding the relation between the parane.ters
of the air supplied and those of the workíng zone. A cybernetic
approach has bèen applied based on a thermal and technological
experinent with a statistical analysis. The exper-inent las been
cai'ried out by a physical nodel of a three-body shop built uP by
geometrical and thermal modelling. Air was supplied into the
ñodel.by air distributors for uniform supply designed on the basis
of an optinization procedure having the criteria: degree,of non-
unifornity of suppli, and aerodynamic resistance. A non-linear
optimizatíon problem for minimizing the amount of the s.upplied
air and the eirergy for its treatment has been defined on the
basis of the derived regression dependences. The method sug-
gested is illustrated by a numerical example.

The nethods used for de,termining the parameteTs of air, suppli-
ed,for ventilation of industriel hal1s when heat iS enitted' are

based on balance equations connected with 4 preliminary assump-

tion of the V coefficient of heat that remains in the working
Lone. The application of these method ofteh leads to overcompu-

tation of air exchange because of the wide boundaries of varia-
tion of this coefficient in t.he existing literature. On the ôther
handn its accurate determination is made difficult by the great
variety of technological processes, the consttuction of industri-
al buildings and the air-exchange schemes

Hençe, the ain of this paper is to suggest a method for a more

acçurate cornputation of air exchange when ¡nechanical ventilation
of industrial halls is effected by a unifornly distributed heat

1o ad,
This ¡nçthod ís chiefly bssed on findlng the relatlon between
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the working zone parameters and the supplied air parameters.
Such a functional dependence irnplicitly accounts for the heat
flow distribution in the working zone and al1ows for the applica-
tion of a procedure for mininizing the flow rate of air supplied
as well as the energy needed for its treatnent.

The nulti-dinensional character of heat and nass transfer
processes in room ventilation, as well as the complex interaction
between the factors defining them, nake their analytical investi-
gation considerably difficult. A good opportunity in this res-
pect is offered by the cybernetic approach based on a real
physical experiment followed by a statistical analysis.

By applying the theory of geometrical and thernal similarity
(ref.3), a physical model was designed of a three-body, techno-
logicalLy equipped shop, and an investigation was made of five
air-exchange schemes (see Fig.1) that are commonly used. After
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Fig.1. Five commonly used air-exchange schemes

some prelininary
to be the basic

studies, the following parameters were assumed

factors of the prototype shop: the parameters of
the air supplied, i.e. flow rate L , temperature tOx and mean
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velocity W6x , as well as the heat load of the shop Qr ; whi-1e

temperature field i the working zone, i'e' mean tenperature

and its standard deviation in the working zone ÕlO, as well

as the basic parameters of the velocity field, i'€' mean velocity

Wps and.5Wp3, vlere assumed to be the initial quantities. In-

dependence between factors L and W6x was achieved by varying

the aperture width of air distributors for a uniform supply that

were used for this nodel. Thus, by introducing an additional
factor, the aperture width Ó, the necessity for neasuring the

supply air velocity was avoided; the si-mplifies the experinent

considerably and increases the accuracy during measulements' The

independence of the factors, as well as the possibilities of the

physical mode1, allowed an active experi-nent to be conducted

according to scheme Ô which iS a optimum plan on a factor space

Z having the following boundaries:

Z={L,Qr,tør,b} tl)

for the rnode

soz-- L 4150 n
^ )z-
15 z

Or
tB,

1:
7

/n
KW

C

for the
156250 z

625 z
1( .a
LJ

real shop:
L 1 468750 m'lh

4375 kl\'
-.o^5b L

z_ 1,4
, -.oe- Jo

6mm

t br.
4z þz-

The air distributing devices used in the expeliment are of the

type that perrnits a mininum variation of the static pl.essule along

the axj-s and a great variety of geometric profiles of the longitu-

dinal and cross section: IectangulaT ' circular, V-type ' etc'

The computation of these air distributors, j.ncluding the deter-

mination of the configuration that is optimal for the given con-

ditions, has been effected by an automated procedure. It is based

on a boundary problem for non-linear differential equations of the

second order r,/i-th one boundary condition being known; the Froblem

describes air distribution along the length of the aperture

(ref. 4).
For solving the boundary problen, a numelical method (ref. 4)

is suggested that includes a modification of "shooting" by a

double interpolation, the integration being done according to a

combined scheme of the Runge-Kutta and Adams methods. The solu-

tion of the boundary problen permits the fornulation of integral

assessments of the degree of non-uniformity of air flow and the

aerodyharnic resj-stance. An optimal assignnents algorithn was
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formulated on this basis, for determining the most suitable con-
figuration and its respective parameters securing an optinal pro-
cess of air distribution with respect to the degree of non-unifor
mity and the energy consunption required for effecting it.

Temperature in the working zone üras registered in 36 evenly
distributed points by means of a "Thermoair" hot-wire anemometer

and a digital thermometer of the TT 4000 type.
Concerning the initial quantities, the statistical processing

of experinental data resulted in regression dependences of the
following type:
- O' Or- Q¡^Q,
ípt = A L-'.Qr-z.t 6;J. b -4 (2)

Ct Ct- C¡ Ct

wo, =C.L'' Qrttø*-r.b"o (3)
The significance of the regression coefficients was ascertain-

ed after a statistical test by the Student criterion. The good-
ness of fit of regression polynomials (2) and (3) was tested by
Fisherrs variance ratio, while the sufficiency of the plan of the
experiment with respect to number and rendomízation of tests $¡as

proved by Cochran criterion.
The Wbx f actor was included in these equations by using the

balance equation

ß-
n.[,7.Wøx

(4)

where L = f low rate of air supplied to air distributors; l'l =

number of air distributors; Ô= rvidth of aperture; t= length of
air distributors; andia = 0,65 is the flow rate coefficient for
the accepted type of apertures;

fol the nodel: for the real shop:
o.3 4 Wgr z 1.5 n/s 1.5 z Wbx 4 7.5 m/s

The derived regression equations a11ow the fornulation of a

nerv method of air exchange computation.
Let us assune that the technoì.ogical and hygieni.c requirement s

deternine the following admj-ssible boundaries of air-conditioning
p ar amet er s in the rvorking z one :

_ mtn
L - f rLps e L Lp3,gon

mtn
Wps € [Wpt,gon

L.

mox
* I _TLp3,gon J - |

mox
Wpr,go, I =W

(s)

(6)

Then, considering a certain zone of air exchange, the supplied ai
parameters L , tb* and Wb*, necessary for satisfying the con-
ditions of (5) and (6), may be sought among the values that mini-
mize the energy consunption needed for air treatment under summer
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condit ions :

Q=L,o.c(tø, -tt, ) (7)

"h"t"u tb, = temperature of outdoor air; P = air density; and Ç =

specific heat capacitY.
With such a formulation, a non-linear oPtimization problen can

be defined, with the efficiency function
mtn Q-r,, (L ttb, - tßx )) (8)

and non-linear paranetric constraints defining the space of the

adniss ible values:

F=Z nT nW is)
The solution of this problern was sought by the linearization

of the parametric constraints, keeping the non-linearity of the

efficíency function. The linearization of the non-linear envelope

T* of the f space was done step-by step by taking the logarithns
of the parametric constraints for Z , T and W , as follows:

space Z ts represented by its projection on a plane having the

coordinat.s (n tO* and h L :

- mtn
lhttr= [ntbx
lUtu, = (.,Iblo'

= const

= const
( 10)

(L2)

( 13)

func-
op-

(14)

n

= const (11)

Linearization of corresponding envelopes fr and W*is effected
by taking the logarithns of equations (2) and (3) Iespectively,
with the vaLues of tps , Wpr, and Or being knorvn, and the vaLue

o1. wbx being assumed fron its respective interval of variation:

m

It^
lh

L

L
= !nL
_r t. LN L-

ñox
= const

-*lntB, = At+ Ai
(rtø* =A2+A)

(nt ø* = C, *Ci
lrtrr-C2.C)

By taking the logarithms
tion assumes the form which
tinization procedure:

of equation (8), the efficiencY
is convenient for the subsequent

[n L
flt(,n L

(rL
InL

,,n Q = r,, (lnQ )-*,n Un L* h ( tø, - e(n'ø' )j

Such a linearization al1ows for the optinization problern to

be defined in the from of
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mtnQ

lnL,[ntbx
hl#'2hlø,<ht
[,1ør1A1+ nit^t
lrf ø*\.A2+ A2(n L
(rlø*< C, r Ci (, t-

t, tb*> Cr* Ci (,nL
(, ('n <þnL 2- 2,t
Wb* = const

mox
bx

mox

(1s)

There are two alternatives for solving the defined optimiza-
tion problen (15): by varying the velocity of air suppiy Wbx , or
by varying the width of the aperture é

Fron the point of view of finding the final result, the two

approaches are identical, i.e. the optimum parameters of supplied
air are defined: flow rate Lopr, temperature tøx , and velocity

Wb*

In order to facilitate the computational procedure, the appro-
ach of varying the width of the aperture b was applied in this
case.'An autonated optimization procedure was formulated, inclu-
ding a gradient method of seeking the extremum. To illustrate
the problen, here follows an example:

Define the air exchange for summer conditions in an industrial
hal1 with a unif ornly distributed heat load Q., = 1250 kl\I, if the
standard requirements for the air-conditioning parameters in the
working zone "t"t f* = 27 - zgoc and Wpz = O.S + 0.6 m/s, with
an outdoor temperature of 32oC. The air-exchange scheme C (see

Fig. 1) was assumed. The coefficients of regression equations
(2) and (5) concerning the mode1, according to scheme C , are
presented in Table 1.
TABLE 

' TO' Wo,
A 8,495362
ot -0.087333076
Q2 0.2955r24O2
03 0.6234553
o¿ -o.o422349668

c o.o22r373332
c¡ 0.636870768
c2 o .02344 87 513

c-: -0.01s5169904
C¿ -O.588437193
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The computational procedure reduced the real problen into a

respective problem concerning the model; it solves the problem

for the model and transforms the final results into a respective

solution concerning the real shop.

The solving of the problem was started with h = 5 nm. The

graphic presentation of the initial solution is shorvn in Fig. 2.

Parameters of the characteristic points:
p
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After an

2.7

\ 3

5,01 [n L

sz .qt n3 /n før = 19 . lsoc A
sz.osn3/n Tø*=21 .4soc A
to.u n3 /n Tb*= zz.s7oc O
automatic variation of the rviclth

= 6.51
= 6.31
= 6.52
ó in tn" direction

minimizing the effíciency funct]onQ, the final solution was

obtained, the graphic representation of which is shown in Fig' 3
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Fig. 2

Paraneters:
Final width of aPerture = 4-mm

p.1 L = so n3ln Ur =

p .z L = so m3ltr îø, =

p.3 L= st n3/n T6r=

Point 2 is the optinum Point

Fig. 3

18.73oc
21 .010C

21.4roC

a
a
a

= 6.497
= 6.309
= 6.4

b=5rnt t =4rt
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Parameters of he optinum point for the real shop:

flow rate L= 156250 m3lh

velocity WBx= 2.43 n/s
supply air temperature f8*= 2IoC

tenperature in the working zone toz = Tgoc

mean veLocity in the working zone Wps = 0.55 m/s
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